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About This Game

  MIDNIGHT AT THE RED LIGHT : An Investigation

Game play mixes elements of first person horror, investigation and exploration.
  /// Please be advised. This game contains Hallucinations and Jump Scares. ///

 Backstory :

  Private Investigator Lance Wells receives credible information on a missing persons case. When a strange cult named
"The Followers of Perdition" and a seemingly abandoned town become the focus of his investigation, he must be very cautious

not to be detected or risk being lost in the 'eternal flame'. Finding the correct forensic evidence to warrant an arrest against a
mad man will be tricky. Jessica Miller made some mistakes and evil eyes are watching, waiting in the shadows.

**You will submit forensic evidence collected in the investigation. A proper warrant cannot be authorized unless the right
evidence can uphold criminal prosecution.

Features :

- Dark , atmospheric first person exploration, including jump scares, hallucinations and stylish graphics. Two endings are
possible.
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- Intense audio cues and narrative. Explore a haunted city, full of interactions. An interactive menu to help your
assignment.

- Original story plot and professional voice acting. Find notes, diaries, clues and audio logs voiced with several talented
actors.

- High quality and terrifying sound design blended with an original score, all custom made from industry professionals.

Game play time estimate 2-3 hours. Please use quality speakers or head phones, in a darker room, for maximum gaming
experience.
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Title: Midnight at the Red Light : An Investigation
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Waves and Blaze
Publisher:
Waves and Blaze
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2017
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midnight at the red light an investigation

Distinctive art style.
Great sound design and voice acting.
Interesting exploration/investigative gameplay.
This game is well worth your time and money.

https://youtu.be/_kV6iXkicQE. It looked like it was going to be fun. I loved the idea of an evidence log and something similar
to Titanic Adventure Out of Time in regards to evidence collection, detective work, and espionage. Unfortunately, this was not
the case. I cannot recommend.. It looked like it was going to be fun. I loved the idea of an evidence log and something similar to
Titanic Adventure Out of Time in regards to evidence collection, detective work, and espionage. Unfortunately, this was not the
case. I cannot recommend.. Trash.

This game wasn't worth the dollar I paid for it.

The design is almost unplayably bad; that the developers don't know the difference between "your" and "you're" and didn't
bother including the option to edit controls - including mouse invert - should tell you everything you need to know.

The overall impression of the game is "unfinished." It's missing critital features, the in game text wasn't properly proofread, and
the audio sounds like first-take placeholders. This is at most half a game and isn't worth even half a dollar.. The concept is good
- there is a girl missing so you have to find her and arrest the man responsible;
But the graphics, lack of settings like mouse sensitivity, a useless map, no sense of real danger, no "final boss", poor graphics
and an even poorer GUI make the game not worth it, at least for time of making this review.
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Major Update 1.01 Fixed Saving, Checkpoints and Skip Intro:
We have some major updates in the recent build..thank you for waiting.

- Check Points and Evidence will save after quit game
- Press Space bar to Skip through Intro Scenes
- Brighter Flashlight
- More clues to guide your investigation

Steam should auto update the game or you might have to reinstall .

Waves and Blaze. Special Promotion // Free Key. Until December 23th:
Hi There,

Anyone who can complete the game will receive one free Steam key of our
new game “ The Rain Spirit : Code Breaker “ coming to Early Access in Early 2018 or possibly sooner.

Just screen shot scene “Processed a Warrant”
And upload it to the community hub
An achievement will activate also

We will notify you via PM for the Steam Key

This promotion will end December 23th

Thanks

Waves and Blaze. Steam is closing down video apps.:
Thanks to everyone who watched the first episode of Lyceum of the Strange, unfortunately Steam just announced early next
year it will be shutting down all non game related video apps from it's store. We had plans to released and promote the series
here on Steam with more animations and art production but that's coming to an end. You may continue to download and watch
until Feb 2019. Be sure to check us out on Youtube and Vimeo.

Best,

Erik // Waves and Blaze. New Horror / Scary Stories Animated Series coming from Waves and Blaze:
 Check out the first episode here on Vimeo  Lyceum of the Strange - Episode One 

Thanks,

Waves and Blaze. Free Kickstarter Demo on Itch.io ( PC , Mac , Linux ):
Free Kickstarter Demo on Itch.io ( PC , Mac , Linux )

. Be back soon with an Updated Demo:
We got a huge amount of feedback on the alpha demo and have much work to do. So we will be busy updating and fixing.
Should have a new version in the next month, thanks
Waves and Blaze
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